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The vibrational properties of twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) show complex features, due to the intricate
energy landscape of its low-symmetry configurations. A machine learning-based approach is developed to
provide a continuous model between the twist angle and the simulated Raman spectra of tBLGs. Extracting
the structural information of the twist angle from Raman spectra corresponds to solving a complicated inverse
problem. Once trained, the machine learning regressors (MLRs) quickly provide predictions without human
bias and with an average 98% of the data variance being explained by the model. The significant spectral
features learned by MLRs are analyzed revealing the intensity profile near the calculated G-band to be the most
important feature. The trained models are tested on noise-containing test data demonstrating their robustness.
The transferability of the present models to experimental Raman spectra is discussed in the context of validation
of the level of theory used for construction of the analyzed database. This work serves as a proof of concept that
machine-learning analysis is a potentially powerful tool for interpretation of Raman spectra of tBLG and other
2D materials.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Graphene, as the archetypal 2D material, has been stud-
ied extensively in the last two decades and new physical phe-
nomena are being discovered to this day [1]. When graphene
layers are stacked on top of each other, interlayer interac-
tions lead to distinct dimensional crossovers from 2D to 3D
via Bernal stacked (AB) bilayer to multilayer, and finally
graphite. Moreover, defects and disorders can drastically
modify the interlayer interactions resulting in vastly distinct
material properties [2]. One such disorder can be produced
by an angular twist between layers such that the layers stack
away from the conventional AB stacking order [2]. The re-
sulting twisted bilayer graphene (tBLG) has been shown to
exhibit exciting new properties, as e.g. unconventional super-
conductivity and ferromagnetism for a small twist angle of
about θ = 1.1◦, among other θ-dependent phenomena [3–7].
Such twist angle dependent properties of tBLGs make these
systems attractive for potential applications. However, before
exploitable in application, tBLG must be precisely character-
ized and control of the twist angle is necessary.
In general, tBLG can exist with any arbitrary twist angle,
either in an incommensurate or commensurate form. Here,
we investigate the commensurate subset [8, 9]. Experimen-
tally, different synthesis techniques have been developed to
produce tBLGs with a given θ, see Ref. [2] for an exten-
sive review. However, combining exact angle control and the
synthesis of large-area, small twist angle tBLG with uniform
stacking orientation over the whole domain-range remains a
challenge [10, 11].
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron
diffraction are typically used for characterization of the ex-
perimentally synthesized tBLG structures with respect to their
twist angle [10–13]. Experimental Raman spectra of tBLG
have been analyzed as well, revealing complicated, non-
monotonic and resonant fingerprints of the positions, inten-
sities, and widths (Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM)) of
the prominent G- and 2D- bands [12]. Additionally, new fami-
lies of Raman bands have been reported in tBLG with shifts in
a large range below and around the G-band. These bands are
denoted as R bands and have been attributed to phonons in the
interior of the Brillouin Zone (BZ) of single layer graphene
(SLG) being activated by a θ-dependent q-vector in tBLG
which makes them accessible by first-order Raman scatter-
ing [13]. The R bands include the layer-breathing mode vi-
brations and their positions are highly sensitive to the twist
angles. They also exhibit intricate resonance effects. For this
reason, these bands have been suggested and used as signa-
tures of tBLG [10, 13].
Some theoretical efforts in explaining the subtle twist angle
dependent phenomena in tBLG’s Raman spectra have been
undertaken [14, 15]. Coh et al. have focused on the resonant
intensity enhancements of the G and 2D peaks using a tight-
binding approach and procedures to deduce θ from a set of
Raman spectra recorded with multiple laser lines for the same
sample have been suggested [14]. More recently, Popov used
a non-orthogonal tight-binding model to address the resonant
Raman signature of the G-band. An analytical model of the
G-band’s intensity as a function of θ was then deduced via fit-
ting of the obtained intensities. However, this model turned
out not to be universally applicable for an arbitrary excita-
tion laser energy [15]. Both works provided valuable accounts
of theoretical simulations of tBLG’s Raman spectra and were
able to reproduce experiments with a high degree of agree-
ment. However, the number of studied twisted structures was
limited to a few tens and structures with very small θ-angles
(< 5◦) could not be included due to prohibitive computational
cost. Moreover, the G-band’s position was assumed to be con-
stant. While the experimental G-band’s position does indeed
not shift as considerably as that of the 2D-band with θ, it does
exhibit small non-monotonic variations of a couple cm−1 (see
e.g. Fig. 2a in Ref. 12). With improving Raman spectroscopy
hardware such small differences can increasingly be resolved
and might prove significant [16].
To the best of our knowledge, a model establishing a one-
to-one correspondence between one given Raman spectrum,
including the peak position variations, and the underlying
twist angle of tBLG is missing to date. A direct mapping be-
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2tween Raman spectra and θ is of significant practical relevance
as Raman spectroscopy is a fast and non-destructive method
rapidly gaining popularity for characterization of other 2D
materials as well [17].
Abstractly, a mapping between a Raman spectrum (y) and
the atomic arrangement (x) in a tBLG sample is given by some
physical (quantum-mechanical) laws (f ) as y = f(x). The
twist angle θ, as a proxy to structural information [9], should
thus in principle be accessible via inversion of the problem:
θ = f−1(y). As discussed above, the experimental Raman
spectral information is highly nontrivial, explaining why the
”traditional” inverse-problem solution is based on establishing
semi-quantitative fingerprints.
In contrast, machine learning (ML) approaches are well
adapted to help finding a quantitative solution to the above
inverse problem of tBLG characterization using Raman spec-
troscopy. ML methods have experienced a surge of popularity
in the fields of condensed-matter physics, chemistry, and ma-
terials science recently. They have been applied successfully
to a plethora of problems, such as solutions of many-body
problems [18], bypassing density-functional calculations [19],
force-field potentials generation [20], and evaluation of ex-
perimental atomic force microscopy (AFM) images [21]. The
impressive and growing track-record of ML approaches can
be linked to their data-driven nature and the ability to pro-
vide quantitative predictions of complicated correlations that
are free of human bias. Another inverse characterization prob-
lem, similar to that of interest in this work, has been addressed
by Carbone et al. in the context of computational x-ray ab-
sorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra. There, useful
links to local chemical environments were established via su-
pervised ML classification [22].
In this work, we addressed the inverse-problem of linking
calculated Raman spectra to the twist angle of tBLG using
supervised ML regression. Specifically, non-linear regression
was used to establish a continuous model of θ(spectrum) us-
ing the computational Raman spectra of a large number of
tBLG structures as input features. The importance of spectral
features for the training of the models was systematically ex-
plored using dimensionality reduction and an in-depth anal-
ysis of the decision-tree based regression. The ML models
trained here on synthetic Raman spectra serve as a proof of
concept for such an analysis being promising for spectral data
of similar general shape. Thus, the present work is a first step
on the path to a potentially effective characterization tool us-
ing Raman spectra of tBLGs.
II. METHODS
A. Data Acquisition
The construction of the database for the present analy-
sis consists of three main steps. First, a large number of
tBLG superlattices are constructed and their atomic posi-
tions are carefully relaxed. Second, the phonon eigenfrequen-
cies and eigenvectors of the relaxed structures are calculated
via diagonalization of the corresponding dynamical matrices.
Lastly, Raman intensities of the calculated phonon modes
are obtained using a semi-empirical bond-polarizability model
[23, 24].
The procedure used for construction and relaxation of the
tBLG superlattices is detailed in Ref. [9]. Due to symmetry,
nonequivalent twist angles are limited to the range 0◦ ≤ θ <
30◦. Restricting the supercells to contain fewer than 20,000
atoms results in the construction of 692 commensurate tBLG
structures.
Classical force-fields are used for structural relaxation and
phonon calculations in the harmonic approximation. The
force-fields are built as a sum of the intra- and interlayer
forces. The former are modeled using the second-generation
REBO potential [25], while the latter are computed using the
registry-dependent KolmogorovCrespi (KC) potential [26], in
its local normal formulation [9].
Due to intricacies of structural relaxation of tBLG, some
phonon modes of some structures in the database have com-
plex eigenfrequencies. This happens particularly for struc-
tures with a small twist angle (i.e., large supercells) where
perfect relaxation was not computationally feasible due to ex-
tremely shallow local minima in the energy landscape [9].
However, the remaining imaginary frequencies have small
magnitudes, |ω| < 4 cm−1, that were assumed to be negli-
gible. In addition, from the real phonon modes, only frequen-
cies > 1 cm−1 were included during the construction of the
Raman spectra in the data preprocessing step (see next sec-
tion).
Finally, non-resonant, first-order Raman intensities are cal-
culated in the Plazcek approximation [27–30] combined with
the semi-empirical bond polarizability model [23, 31]. The
latter was used to calculate the change in polarizability of
tBLG induced by its vibrational modes. The bond polarizabil-
ity model is computationally inexpensive and has been used
successfully in modeling of low-frequency modes in stacked
2D materials [32], as well as in the analysis of overall trends
in Raman spectra of finite-size graphene nanoribbons [33].
The specific model parameters used here are given in table S2
in Supplemental Material (SM) [link to SM inserted by pub-
lisher]. A typical experimental laser back-scattering set-up is
assumed throughout this study and the calculated Raman in-
tensities are averaged over the in-plane laser polarization an-
gles.
B. Spectral Data Preprocessing
Using the calculated phonon frequencies and their associ-
ated Raman intensities, Raman spectra are constructed as a
sum of Lorentzian curves sampled on a wavenumber grid with
step size of 0.25 cm−1. As stated previously, frequencies be-
low 1 cm−1 are excluded. Each Lorentzian is centered on a
calculated phonon mode with the amplitude given by the cal-
culated Raman intensity. Raw intensities smaller than 1% of
the maximum intensity in a given spectrum were set to zero in
order to speed up the spectrum construction. This turned out
to be especially important for systems with numerous phonon
modes (supercells with many atoms). The same FWHM of
30.5 cm−1 is used for all Lorentzian peaks. The full Raman
spectrum of each system is normalized to the strongest feature
and is thus assigned an arbitrary intensity of 1. Thus, the rel-
ative intensities between different peaks in a given spectrum
is preserved. Note that this normalization procedure results
in the loss of information about relative intensities between
spectra of systems with different twist angles. It should also
be noted here, that the relative intensities within a spectrum
given by the semi-empirical bond polarizability model might
not be very reliable for reproducing absolute experimental in-
tensities (a more in-depth discussion of the theory validation
is given in Sec. III E). However, the purpose of this approach
is the identification of Raman active phonon modes rather than
a full experiment replication.
C. Training Machine Learning Models
Different ML regression algorithms, as implemented in the
python library SCIKIT-LEARN [34], were tested and their per-
formance was compared. Key differences between these al-
gorithms will be outlined in Sec. III C when discussing their
performance in more detail. Each algorithm’s internal param-
eters were optimized for best performance using a grid-search
with ten-fold cross validation (CV) on the training set. Cross-
validation is a paramount part of any ML analysis as it pro-
vides insights into how the trained model will perform on data
it has not seen in training. In the k-fold CV approach, the
complete data set is (evenly) split into k groups (folds) one
of which is used as the held-out set for validation and the re-
maining ones are used for fitting [35]. Repeating the training
and validation cycle k times and averaging over the resulting
performance scores provides a statistically robust measure of
the model’s performance. Optimizing the internal parameters
of an ML model with the incorporation of the CV step al-
lows for minimizing the potential for the model to overfit on
the training set [36]. Here, the total data set was split into a
training and a test sets at random with 600 and 92 samples,
respectively. This corresponds to a relative splitting of 87/13
(compared to typical splittings of 80/20 or 90/10). In this way,
the 600 training samples could be evenly divided into subsets
for cross-validation. Most of the algorithms compared here
use the mean-squared-error (mse) as a criterion for model op-
timization (i.e., loss-function). For performance comparison
the average CV and test R2 coefficients, average CV mean-
squared error (MAE), and root-mean-squared error (RMSE)
were used as metrics.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The present analysis consists of the following key steps:
Visual inspection of the generated spectral database, principal
component analysis (PCA) of the database, training of dif-
ferent machine-learning regressors (MLRs) and comparison
of their performance, and the discussion of the importance of
features for the solution of the posed inverse problem. Finally,
we discuss challenges of transferring the models for analysis
of experimental Raman spectra.
A. Visual Inspection of the Spectral Database
Figure 1 shows the calculated Raman spectra for different
twist angles θ. The wave-number region is limited to the high-
frequency (HF) range in the vicinity of the calculated G-band
of untwisted BLG. This is where most of the intensity in-
formation is contained. Full spectra can be viewed in SM
[link inserted by publisher]. Figure S1 shows that most Ra-
man spectra have practically zero intensity below 1625 cm−1.
Only structures with θ < 5◦ show non-zero Raman intensities
in the low-frequency (LF) range below 20 cm−1. As will be
shown in the next section, removing the spectral information
below 1625 cm−1 does not alter the results of the ML based
analysis.
Visual inspection of figure 1 allows for detection of some
trends with twist angle. The calculated G-band of Bernal bi-
layer graphene is located at 1667 cm−1 (experimental location
at about 1580 cm−1 [2]) and is the only Raman peak in the
spectrum for θ = 0◦. For small twist angles, many additional
peaks emerge compared to Bernal bilayer graphene. This is
due to the corresponding structures formally being described
by large supercells with thousands of atoms that support large
numbers of vibrational modes, some of these modes becom-
ing Raman active due to symmetry breaking. Because of the
large number of Raman active modes, the definition of the G-
band becomes ambiguous in those systems. For simplicity,
for every θ we define the corresponding G-band as the most
intense peak in the corresponding spectrum [37]. For twist
angles below 5◦, the G-band positions are blue shifted com-
pared to the θ = 0◦ configuration. For some twist angles in
that range, the shift magnitude is erratic, while for others the
G-band’s frequency ω(θ) follows an exponentially decreasing
trend (this is difficult to see in Fig. 1, but becomes apparent
in Fig. 5). For slightly larger angles, between 5◦ and 10◦,
there are new branches of peaks both above and below the G-
band’s feature. The locations of the peaks in these branches
mostly show frequency red-shift trends with θ. Above 10◦
the most intense peak shifts abruptly to about 1670 cm−1,
slightly above the frequency associated with the Bernal con-
figuration of bilayer graphene, and exhibits a piece-wise blue-
shift trend up to about 13◦. The remaining θ region is char-
acterized by a mostly red-shifting G-band position interrupted
by intensity-discontinuities and additional emerging intensity-
branch structures around 22◦ and 28◦.
Figure 1 indicates a quite complicated evolution of Raman
spectra with twist angle. Linking a given spectrum quantita-
tively to θ using standard fingerprint approaches is challeng-
ing. In contrast, quantitative insights can be gained using an
ML based approach as we will show in the rest of this paper.
B. Principal Component Analysis of the Spectral Database
PCA is an unsupervised learning technique that does not
have the goal of predicting a response. Instead, it provides
4FIG. 1. Calculated Raman spectra for different twist angles θ constituting the spectral database. Only the HF range around the calculated
G-band of untwisted BLG (calculated peak location at 1667 cm−1) is shown. Full spectra are given in SM [link to SM], where most of the
remaining frequency range contains no noticeable Raman intensities for most systems. Zero intensity is indicated by the white color. The
FWHM of the Lorentzian spectral peaks is 0.5 cm−1. The figure-inset on the right shows an example spectrum for θ = 1.085◦ showing
multiple additional peaks not present for θ = 0◦. The figure-inset on the left shows twist angles distribution in the structural database with 1◦
histogram bins.
a useful tool for data visualization via dimensionality reduc-
tion, i.e., construction of a smaller number of representative
features out of the complete input-features set. The new rep-
resentative features are designed to explain most of the vari-
ability of the input features [35]. In more mathematical terms,
given a set of p input feature vectorsX1, X2 . . . Xp for n sam-
ples (Xi has length n), the first principal component (PC) Z1
is given by
Z1 = φ11X1 + φ21X2 + . . .+ φp1Xp, (1)
with the coefficients φi1 being the so-called loadings of the
first PC. These loadings are elements of the first PC loading
vector φ1, normalized as
∑p
i=1 φ
2
i1 = 1. The coefficients φi1
are obtained through optimization such that the variance of all
possible linear combinations
zj1 = φ11xj1 + φ21xj2 + . . .+ φp1xjp , j = 1 . . . n (2)
is maximized across the samples. In geometrical terms, φ1
defines the direction in feature space along which the data
vary the most. The second and all the following PCs are con-
structed subsequently in an analogous fashion with the con-
strain that they are orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated) to the previ-
ous components [35].
Here, the features Xi correspond to vectors containing the
spectral intensities at a given wavenumber for each twist angle
θ (represented along the vertical lines through Fig. 1). Note,
that PCA results are sensitive to whether the individual fea-
tures have been distinctly scaled as e.g., in case of different
units. For this reason, one typically has to scale each variable
to have a standard deviation of one before performing PCA
[22, 35]. However, when all variables are measured using the
same unit a scaling is not necessary. Thus, a scaling was not
applied here as all the intensities within a spectrum have the
same units.
Figure 2 shows the key pieces of information obtained from
PCA. The top row depicts the spectra as represented by the
first two PCs. Subplots 2a and 2b compare two different
cases. In subplot a), the complete spectra in the range [1,1735]
cm−1 were used. In subplot b), the spectral range was re-
stricted to the region surrounding the G-band in pristine BLG,
[1625,1735] cm−1. This allows to assess the importance of
the LF-region features by comparing the resulting clustering
patterns between the two cases. If the features near the G-
band dominate the spectra, similar patterns can be expected in
both subplots.
The points in subplots a) and b) are color-coded by three
groups: θ <= 10◦ (red), 10◦ < θ <= 20◦ (green), and
20◦ < θ <= 30◦ (blue). Overall, there is a sizable level of
clustering by color. The three resulting clusters are well sep-
arated, although there is some overlap between the groups of
angles. Comparing the full (Fig. 2a) and the G-band (Fig. 2b)
spectra, we note small but noticeable differences in the shapes
of the three main clusters. However, on the large scale the
clustering patters are almost identical. This indicates that
there is essentially no information loss when reducing the full
spectra to the G-band region only. This was already intuitively
established in the previous section based on visual inspection,
but PCA now provides a more robust and analytical support
for this finding. The comparison for the two spectral data sets
also provides an elemental feature-importance assessment.
An additional metric of the PCA is the proportion of ex-
plained variance for each PC and the cumulative proportion
of explained variance as a function of the number of PCs (see
Fig. 2c). Again, for both data sets the explained variance is
5FIG. 2. Main results of PCA analysis of the Raman spectra of
tBLGs. Top row: transformed Raman spectra in the space of the
first two principal components. Data set containing the full spectra
a) and the spectra restricted to the G-band region only b). Different
colors (online) denote the three coarse angle groups: red dots mark
θ <= 10◦, green dots denote 10◦ < θ <= 20◦, and blue dots
correspond to 20◦ < θ <= 30◦. Bottom row: key metrics of PCA.
c) Proportion of explained variance for each PC and the cumulative
proportion of explained variance as a function of PC number for the
full spectra (open circles) and for the G-band limited spectra (open
diamonds). d) Loadings φi1 as a function of feature position in the
frequency domain for the G-band only data set.
essentially identical. The first and the second components
each explain somewhat less than 40% and 20% of the data
variance, respectively. The first five PCs together account for
about 70% of the overall variance. This indicates that most of
the data variance can be explained by the first two PCs. Still,
the inverse problem can be expected to be more involved as
the data variance is not fully explained by a few linear combi-
nations of spectral intensities.
Finally, Fig. 2d shows the coefficients φi1 for the spectral
data set containing only the G-band region. The largest coef-
ficients are assigned to features close to the G-band, meaning
that these are most important for explaining the variability in
the spectral data set. This trend will become apparent again
later in Sec. III D when we discuss the feature importance for
ML regression in more detail.
C. Performance of MLRs
Table I shows different performance scores for a selected
number of tested machine learning regressors used for mod-
eling the twist angle of tBLG given its Raman spectrum. The
Model R2 MAE [◦] RMSE [◦] Test R2
KRR (lin) 0.83 ± 0.03 2.39 ± 0.19 3.45 ± 0.45 0.91
KRR (rbf) 0.98 ± 0.04 0.26 ± 0.12 0.70 ± 0.92 0.99
RFR 0.98 ± 0.04 0.19 ± 0.14 0.72 ± 0.95 0.99
MLP 0.98 ± 0.04 0.27 ± 0.12 0.69 ± 0.92 0.99
TABLE I. Performance metrics for different MLRs. The first three
metricsR2, MAE, and RMSE correspond to average values obtained
in ten-fold cross-validation with the uncertainty given by the standard
deviation (std). Test R2 is reported for the hold-out set, that has
not been seen by the model during training. Details regarding free-
parameter settings of each ML model are given in SM.
values in the first three columns are averages over ten cross-
validation cycles on the training set. The last column corre-
sponds to the score of the trained model applied to the hold-
out test set. The compared models are of linear and non-linear
characters and are based on different algorithms.
Kernel ridge regression (KRR) corresponds to the combina-
tion of ridge regression with the kernel trick [34, 38]. Ridge
regression is a form of linear regression with additional regu-
larization of the fitting parameters [39]. The kernel trick con-
stitutes a mapping of the original features into a feature space
induced by a kernel function [34, 38]. For a linear kernel this
simply corresponds to linear ridge regression. When a Gaus-
sian kernel (radial basis function - rbf) is employed, non-linear
fitting can be performed. Next, the Random Forest Regressor
(RFR) is an algorithm from the family of the so-called en-
semble methods and is based on randomized decision trees.
A single decision tree can be constructed for the purpose of
regression by dividing the feature space in high-dimensional
“boxes” and taking the mean of the target in that box as the
predicted value. The number and the boundaries of the boxes
have to be optimized such that the loss-function (mse in this
case) is minimized. A decision-tree fit results in a non-linear
model. However, a single decision tree can suffer from over-
fitting on the training set [35]. To avoid overfitting, a forest of
distinct trees is constructed and the average over the forest is
used as the prediction. The randomized aspect of RFR comes
into play when a subset of randomly selected features is used
at each node (branch splitting point) for “box”-construction.
In this way, instead of having multiple potentially very similar
trees in the forest, the structure of the trees is diversified lead-
ing to a more stable model [34, 35]. Lastly, we used the Multi-
Layer-Perceptron (MLP). The MLP belongs to a class of feed-
forward artificial neural networks (ANNs). It is composed of
multiple layers of perceptrons (neurons) and employs an ac-
tivation function that maps the weighted inputs to the output
of each neuron [34]. The number of layers and the number
of neurons in each layer are free parameters that have to be
tuned for a given problem. MLPs are the most basic type of
ANNs. In general, ANNs have become increasingly popular
as powerful tools for problems with extremely large data sets
and/or extremely many features, such as image recognition for
example [34]. In the field of material science, ANNs have not
been used as vastly due to the relatively small amount of data
available to date. In addition, the highly non-linear nature of
6ANNs makes the interpretation of the resulting models rather
impractical for gaining physical insights. Here, the MLP was
used for completeness of the comparison between models.
All non-linear models perform very well with an average
R2 coefficient of 0.98. The accuracy of each model is at least
2◦ or better. In contrast, the linear model resulted in weaker
performance compared to non-linear models. Thus, the rela-
tionship between input Raman spectra and target twist angles
is better described by a non-linear function. Furthermore, all
the non-linear models performed very well on the hold-out
test set with a R2 score of 0.99. However, the high-test score
is not an indicator of how well the models would perform on
other test sets, and is partly accidental and partly explained by
the fact that our data set is overall very homogeneous.
To further analyze the models reported in table I, we in-
spected the learning curves for each model. Figure S2 shows
the R2 score for each model as a function of the number of
samples in the training set where the training (red diamonds)
and CV scores (green circles) are compared. Such learning-
curves typically exhibit a number of key features. First, the
training score is naturally higher than the CV score. Sec-
ond, for small sample sizes the model is overfitting signifi-
cantly resulting in a very high training score contrasted by a
comparatively low CV score. As the training data set grows,
the training and CV scores approach each other mostly due to
the increasing CV score. In the ideal situation of the trained
model being accurate enough on the training set, but flexible
enough on the ”test” set in CV procedure (Biasvariance trade-
off [35]), the two scores become almost identical. All the non-
linear models used here show a similar trend of increasing CV
score with increasing number of training samples. However,
for the maximum training size, the three models all have dis-
tinct training – CV score differences. RFR has the largest
R2train − R2CV, followed by KRR and MLP with the small-
est score difference. This analysis suggests that RFR tends
to slightly overfit on the training set, whereas KRR and es-
pecially MLP are less susceptible to this problem. Therefore,
MLP should be applied to unseen test data. However, the cost
of MLP is the low interpretability. For this reason, in order
to get a more ”under-the-hood” view of the ML models, the
importance of features used for regression will be discussed
using the RFR model as the showcase in the next section.
D. Feature Importance
Even though RFR might be prone to overfitting, its rela-
tively simple ”mechanics” allow for a view inside the model to
understand what features are most important for learning the
twist angle from Raman spectra. Figure 3 shows key informa-
tion regarding the RFR model. Subplot 3a shows an example
decision tree with its top three nodes. The feature at the top of
the tree corresponds to the most important one for separating
the data set. Subplot 3b shows the relative feature importance
for the five most important features evaluated across the full
forest. Finally, subplot 3c shows two of the most important
features plotted as a function of twist angle.
Each box in the decision-tree plot indicates a decision node
with the feature used for dividing the feature space indicated
at the top. In this example, feature #188 of the input vectors (a
particular intensity at the given location) is used and based on
whether it is larger than 0.05 or not, the systems are divided
into two groups. Analogous procedure continues at each node
with decreasing mse between the predicted and the actual tar-
get value. The whole forest consists of many such trees, but
with different features at each node. The decision tree struc-
ture allows to intuitively track how the model learns the twist
angle from the input Raman spectra.
The overall five most important features all correspond to
intensities in close neighborhood of the G-band location. The
error bars are given by std of importance across the forest.
Among the five most important features, feature #188 is the
most informative, while the last two features #168 and #167
contain the least information. Mapping the feature index onto
the wavenumber space shows that the most important fea-
ture corresponds to the intensity profile at 1672 cm−1, only
5 cm−1 up-shifted from the location of the G-band in pristine
BLG. However, the intensity directly at the G-bands location
for θ = 0◦, feature #168, is not significant.
Plotting the most important feature #188 and feature #168
as a function of the twist angle reveals some interesting pat-
terns. These patterns were already partly visible in Fig. 1,
but their importance for MLRs couldn’t be anticipated by vi-
sual inspection. Interestingly, feature #188 shows peaks in its
θ-dependence at about 6◦ and 9◦ and vanishing intensity for
θ > 13◦, while the points for angles below 5◦ form a cloud.
In contrast, feature #168 corresponds to higher intensity for
θ > 18◦, a cloud of points for θ < 5◦ and comparably small
intensity in between. The point clouds for small angles make
it intuitively clear why small angles might be more difficult to
identify from Raman spectra than their higher-θ counterparts.
The most important features above can be used to reduce
the dimensionality of the feature space. For example, RFR
trained using only feature #188 results in an average R2 in
ten-fold CV of 0.84± 0.06 and RMSE 3.29± 0.72. Including
the first three most important features improves model perfor-
mance to 0.93 ± 0.06 with RMSE 2.13 ± 0.88. Thus, using
a very limited number of key features still results in a fairly
good performance, but to achieve higher angle resolution as
in table I more spectral features have to be included.
E. Discussion
The MLRs were trained on theoretical Raman spectra ob-
tained computationally using a semi-empirical level of the-
ory. Several aspects have to be discussed when it comes to the
transferability of these models to experimental Raman spectra
including the effect of noise in spectral data, the possibility of
training ML models on associated phonon frequencies instead
of intensities, and, most importantly, theory validation.
7FIG. 3. Feature importance analysis based on the RFR model. a) Example decision tree from the random forest. Only the first three branches
are shown. b) Relative feature importance for the first five most important features across the forest. Error bars are given by the std. c) Two of
the five most important features as a function of twist angle.
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FIG. 4. MLR performance-score R2 as a function of σ. Gaus-
sian noise with std σ was added to the test data set. Comparison of
two cases: MLRs trained on noiseless training data set (σtrain = 0,
squares) vs. training set augmented with small noise (σtrain = 0.03,
circles).
1. Effect of noise
First, we tested the effect of noise on the MLRs’ perfor-
mance. Noise in experimental Raman spectra originates from
multiple factors, mainly due to sample preparation and var-
ious aspects of the apparatus [40]. As a result, experimental
spectra collected under slightly different conditions might dif-
fer in their intensity profiles even for the same material. To
simulate noise, Gaussian random noise with std σ was added
to the spectral intensity of the test data set for each point on
the wavenumber grid. Figure 4 shows the test R2 coefficient
resulting from applying the MLRs trained on noiseless data
to noisy test data (squares). The values for σ = 0 are iden-
tical to those reported in table I. The performance score de-
creases with increasing σ for all models, but at a different rate
for each model. Interestingly, the KRR, both with linear and
rbf kernels, is relatively stable against noise. The R2 coef-
ficient remains above 0.6 and even above 0.8 for the linear
and rbf kernels, respectively in case of moderate noise with
σ = 0.1. In contrast, RFR’s score quickly falls below 0.5
even for σ = 0.09. For MLP, the model performance deteri-
orates even more dramatically with R2 plunging below zero
before σ reached 0.07. Against the earlier expectation based
on the learning-curve inspection, MLP turns out to be the least
flexible model and the most strongly affected by overfitting.
This is somewhat intuitive given that our database is relatively
small (by ML standards) combined with the highly non-linear
nature of MLP. Typical data sets that are better suitable for
learning with ANNs contain at least a few thousand samples
[22].
8Next, artificial noise can be introduced directly during train-
ing in an attempt to make the models more robust. The re-
sulting R2 scores for σtrain = 0.03 as a function of noise
in the test data are labeled by circles in Fig. 4. Clearly, the
introduction of noise in the training set has a positive effect
on all MLRs except the linear kernel KRR. Especially for
MLP and RFR there is remarkable improvement compared to
σtrain = 0 with the performance score staying close to one
up to σ = 0.05. Somewhat unsurprisingly, the linear ker-
nel KRR has been ”confused” by the presence of noise in the
training set. The model performs very well on test data with
σ = σtrain = 0.03, and acceptably so for σ being close to
the training noise (0.02 and 0.04). However, linear KRR fails
completely as soon as the noise becomes considerably differ-
ent from what the model has learned in training. This shows
the rigidity of the model stemming from large weights being
wrongly assigned to noise instead of actual spectral features.
Ultimately, KRR with rbf kernel trained with σtrain = 0.03
is the most robust model. Its R2 coefficient is larger than that
of all other models particularly when σ deviates significantly
from σtrain.
2. Using phonon frequencies
Experimentalists typically process Raman spectra via peak
fitting procedures in order to extract the frequencies of asso-
ciated phonon modes. This approach was mimicked here by
extracting the position of the most intense band as a function
of twist angle, shown in Fig. 5. This is essentially a way of
informed dimensionality-reduction of the feature space. The
ω(θ) curve in Fig. 5 could almost be fitted to an exponential
function if it wasn’t for the outlier points for θ < 8◦ that fall
considerably off of the exponential trend. Using just the peak
positions as features, a KRR (rbf) model was trained. The in-
set of Fig. 5 shows the prediction of the resulting model vs.
true twist angle in the hold-out test set. In case of a perfect
prediction, all points would lie exactly on the diagonal. There
are some deviations, as one can see. Particularly, some small
angles below 5◦ are greatly overestimated, while larger angles
> 10◦ are mostly underestimated. This is intuitively clear
from some ω(θ) values being very similar for small as well
as for larger twist angles. Nevertheless, even with this drastic
dimensionality reduction to just one feature, the model’s per-
formance score is still relatively high (average R2 in ten-fold
CV is 0.87± 0.08). This highlights the importance of the ”G-
band” position variation for learning of the underlying twist
angle.
3. Focusing on the low-frequency spectral range
Finally, one can test the possibility of analogously training
MLRs using only spectral information in the LF region. As
demonstrated earlier, relative to the strong G-band, the Raman
intensities of lower-frequency phonon modes are essentially
zero and thus carry no information for MLRs as demonstrated
by PCA. Nonetheless, there are Raman active modes in the LF
FIG. 5. Position of the most intense peak (G-band) as a function
of twist angle θ (main plot). The inset shows the predicted vs. true
θ for KRR (rbf) model trained on the most intense peak’s position
evaluated on the holdout test set.
region that can now be measured with increasing accuracy.
These modes (such as the shear and breathing modes) inter-
rogate the interlayer interactions directly and are expected to
probe the relative stackings between layers [17]. Thus, al-
ternative Raman spectra were constructed using only modes
with frequencies below 200 cm−1 and normalizing the inten-
sities to the strongest peak within that region excluding the
G-band information completely. Figure S5 shows the result-
ing spectra as a function of θ. For θ < 5◦ there are some
relatively strong intensity features in the ultra LF range that
were observed before (see Fig. S1), but also additional strong
peaks become clearly visible for larger angles starting from
80 cm−1 as a result of the new normalization. Training KRR
(rbf) and RFR on these spectra results in average (ten-fold
CV) R2 of 0.86 ± 0.03 and 0.97 ± 0.02, respectively. Inter-
estingly, KRR does not perform as well as on the spectra data
set containing only the G-band, while RFR has similar model
performance as before. This might be due to the LF spec-
tral features being strongly discontinuous in θ, which RFR
can handle better by dividing the feature space into ”boxes”
with nonlinear boundaries [35]. Analogously to Fig. 3, im-
portant features for RFR trained on the LF spectra database
are demonstrated in Fig. S6. In this case, the most impor-
tant feature corresponds to the intensity profile at 84 cm−1.
Although the important features carry less overall relative im-
portance compared to those in Fig. 3, RFR is able to determine
θ based on the collective intensity variation around 80 cm−1
that together accounts for about 15% of importance and has
complementary θ-dependence, see Fig. S6c. However, test-
ing the effect of noise on models trained on the LF data set
reveals significant overfitting on the part of RFR, see Fig. S7
[link to SM]. While RFR’s performance score here is similar
to that in Fig. 4 for σ = 0, it plummets below zero as soon
as any amount of noise is added to the test set. KRR (rbf),
on the other hand, performs stably in the whole σ range. In
fact, KRR (rbf) trained on the LF data set turns out to be more
robust to noise than its G-band-data-set counterpart, although
the absolute performance scores of the former are lower than
those of the latter for up to σ = 0.13. For larger σ values,
KRR trained on the LF data set performs comparably or bet-
ter than the same model trained on the G-band data set.
94. Links to experiments
The above discussions provide useful insights into the ro-
bustness and flexibility of the trained MLRs. KRR with rbf
kernel turned out to be the most suitable approach to solve
the present inverse problem using spectral information as in-
put features. Additionally, reducing the dimensionality of the
feature space to only the position of the most intense band
can still provide reasonable, if more coarse-grain, informa-
tion on the twist angle. However, the key issue in using the
trained models in practice is theory validation. No matter how
well the models perform on synthetic data, they can hardly
be transferred to analysis of experimental spectra if the train-
ing data does not capture the experimental reality. Indeed,
as briefly mentioned in the introduction, experimental Raman
spectra of tBLG are quite complicated. Below, the Raman
spectra calculated here are compared with experimental ones,
focusing on the most prominent features, the G and the 2D
bands.
First, we start by noting the aspects that the present level
of theory seems to capture. Experimentally, the G-band’s po-
sition is said to remain practically constant with θ. For this
reason, the corresponding phonon frequency was set as a con-
stant to the experimental value in previous theoretical stud-
ies [14, 15]. However, on a smaller scale, one can observe
measurable, non-monotonic variations of a few wavenumbers
in the G peak’s position with twist angle (e.g., see Fig. 2
of Ref. [12]). These variations are well within experimen-
tal resolution. The present theoretical description highlights
similar variations in figures 1 and 5, assuming the most in-
tense peak in each calculated spectrum is associated with the
G-band, even though the absolute phonon frequency of the
G-band was significantly overestimated. Moreover, the emer-
gence of additional side bands close to the G-band for some
θ [12] could also be observed in the calculated spectra. Sim-
ilarly, note that our phonon database contains even more ad-
ditional modes in the range where experimental R bands are
observed [13]. However, in contrast to experiment, their cal-
culated Raman intensity is very small compared to that of the
G-band so that the associated peaks are not visible in Fig. S1.
There are several experimental aspects that are not in-
cluded in the present theoretical description. The Raman ac-
tive phonons in our database with frequencies above the G-
band frequency should not be identified as the experimental R’
bands with one-to-one correspondence [41]. This is because
the REBO potential is known to fail at describing the Kohn
anomalies in graphite and graphene, i.e. the linear behavior
of phonon bands close to Γ and K points of the Brillouin
zone [42]. The linear behavior is attributed to electron-phonon
coupling [42], a phenomenon that is not captured within the
present formalism. Consequently, the frequency of the exper-
imental R’ mode above the G-band that is attributed to the
Brillouin zone folding of this higher frequency phonon on the
zone center, where it becomes Raman active [41], is not cor-
rectly predicted here.
In addition to the aforementioned difficulties in describing
the phonon dispersion of the high-frequency branches [9, 42],
the use of the REBO+KC potential results in a somewhat over-
estimated G-band frequency compared to experiment [12]. In-
terestingly, for single-layer graphene, using REBO alone re-
sults in a somewhat down-shifted G-band frequency relative
to experiment [43, 44]. It seems the addition of the KC po-
tential leads to a slight overall stiffening of the interatomic
force-constants. In contrast, the REBO+KC potential ap-
parently underestimates the interlayer force-constants slightly
[9]: The shear mode of AB-stacked BLG (θ = 0◦) is found at
19.7 cm−1 (vs. 32 cm−1 in experiment [45]), and the layer-
breathing mode for θ = 12◦ is found at about 79 cm−1 (vs.
about 95 −1 in experiment [46]). We’d like to note here that
the construction of accurate force-field potentials is the sub-
ject of intensive ongoing research efforts. Recently, ML was
used to develop an accurate potential for graphene that has
been reported to outperform other commonly used potentials
such as REBO [25], AIREBO [47], LCBOP [48], ReaxFF
[49] etc. as measured by the accuracy of the computed forces
and phonons compared to DFT [44]. It would be interesting
to test the present analysis in application to databases con-
structed with these other potentials. However, the construc-
tion of additional databases is beyond the scope of the present
proof of concept study.
Next, several experimental aspects of the Raman intensi-
ties are not included in the theoretical description provided by
the semi-empirical polarizability model. In relation to the G-
band, its experimental intensity variation with θ is not well
described. The relative intensity information between vary-
ing twist angles has been removed during spectra construction
and normalization, see Sec. II C. The normalization can be ad-
justed to preserve this information (by normalizing relative to
the system’s size). In this case, spectra belonging to struc-
tures with θ < 5◦ dominate the depiction of all the spectra
analogous to Fig. 1, and the spectra of the remaining systems
are essentially vanishing in comparison. This contradicts the
experimental findings where a intensity-enhancement is ob-
served for 10◦ <= θ < 15◦ depending on laser energy [12].
Even though experimental spectra of structures with angles
below 5◦ are rare, which might be a reason for an enhanced
intensity for this case not being reported, the calculated θ-
dependent relative intensities should still be considered with
caution. Moreover, the laser-energy dependence of the spec-
tra is not included in the theoretical description used here and
thus the experimentally observed resonance effects might not
be described. Similarly, the width (FWHM) of the G-peak,
that shows some non-monotonic variations with θ experimen-
tally [2, 12], is not part of the present theoretical description.
Generally, a peak’s width is related to the lifetime of the as-
sociated phonon [14, 15] and requires additional considera-
tions for theoretical modeling beyond the presently used semi-
empirical model.
Another part of experimental Raman spectra of tBLG en-
tirely missing in the present description is related to high-
order peaks such as the 2D peak together with all its spec-
tral properties position, laser-energy dependent intensity and
width. These features of the 2D band exhibit even stronger
variations with θ than the G-band [12]. The 2D band stems
from a two-phonon scattering process and its theoretical de-
scription therefore requires the inclusion of second-order
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Feynman diagrams [14]. Thus, regardless of the employed
force-field potentials, even if the use of DFT was feasible for
tBLG, the entirety of information on the 2D peak would be
missing in a first-order Raman scattering simulation.
Given the many experimental aspects missing from the
present theoretical description, the trained MLRs cannot be
reliably applied for analysis of experimental Raman spectra
as is. Thus, it is necessary to employ more accurate methods
for generation of the computational Raman spectra database.
These results of these methods should then also be carefully
compared with experimental observations. However, using
more accurate theoretical models might prove difficult in prac-
tice, because of the rising computational expense that accom-
panies the complexity of the methods.
Similar problems of theory validation have been encoun-
tered in the simulation and machine learning of theoretical
x-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra for
classification of local chemical environments [22]. It has
been suggested that augmentation of the computational spec-
tral database with available experimental data could allow for
training of a more robust ML model. Training such a model
would rely on ML techniques that are able to deal with a
hybrid database, such as transfer learning [22]. Such an ap-
proach could potentially be useful for the present study of Ra-
man spectra, as well.
IV. CONCLUSION
We presented a computational framework for identifying
the twist angle of tBLG systems from their Raman spectra
corresponding to an inverse-problem solution. In addition to
the construction of a structural and spectral database, the key
goal of the present study was to establish the relationship be-
tween Raman intensities and the underlying twist angle of a
graphene bilayer structure using machine learning regressors.
All non-linear MLRs achieved high R2 scores of 0.98 ± 0.04
and an average RMSE of 0.70◦ ± 0.93◦ and thus provided a
continuous model of the twist angle with at least 2-degree res-
olution. Moreover, the feature-importance analysis unraveled
that the intensity in the vicinity of the G-band of untwisted
bilayer graphene is the most important feature for the trained
ML models. In contrast, removing the intensities in the low-
frequency regime did not affect model performance. Further-
more, the relative model’s robustness upon the introduction of
noise to the test data was tested. KRR with rbf kernel turned
out to be the best performing model for this case.
Despite the good performance and robustness of the MLRs
trained on computational spectra, they cannot be transferred
to experimental spectra as is. The relatively low level of the-
ory that was used for database construction does not allow
for description of key experimental features of tBLG systems.
Nevertheless, this study provides a proof of concept showing
that Raman spectra of the general shape similar to the calcu-
lated ones can be processed via MLRs in principle. Further
improvements including higher-level theoretical descriptions
and potentially the construction of a hybrid database contain-
ing both computational and experimental data are necessary
to unambiguously obtain the twist angle of tBLG from exper-
imental Raman spectra. Once accurate ML models that cor-
rectly capture the experimentally relevant features are avail-
able, the final framework would work as an executable black
box. This black box would take in a measured Raman spec-
trum as input and return the underlying twist angle of the sam-
ple as identified by the ML model.
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